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1.16 Set notation
A set is the mathematically precise notion for describing a group of
objects. You don’t need to know about sets to perform simple math;
but more advanced topics require an understanding of what sets are
and how to denote set membership, set operations, and set contain-
ment relations. This section introduces all the relevant concepts.

Definitions
• set: a collection of mathematical objects
• S, T: the usual variable names for sets
• s P S: this statement is read “s is an element of S” or “s is in S”
• N, Z, Q, R: some important number sets: the naturals, the in-

tegers, the rationals, and the real numbers, respectively.
• H: the empty set is a set that contains no elements
• t ..... u: the curly brackets are used to define sets, and the ex-

pression inside the curly brackets describes the set contents.

Set operations:

• S Y T: the union of two sets. The union of S and T corresponds
to the elements in either S or T.

• S X T: the intersection of the two sets. The intersection of S and
T corresponds to the elements that are in both S and T.

• SzT: set difference or set minus. The set difference SzT corre-
sponds to the elements of S that are not in T.

Set relations:

• Ä: is a strict subset of
• Ñ: is a subset of or equal to

Here is a list of special mathematical shorthand symbols and their
corresponding meanings:

• P: element of
• R: not an element of
• @: for all
• D: there exists
• E: there doesn’t exist
• | : such that
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These symbols are used in math proofs because they allow us to ex-
press complex mathematical arguments succinctly and precisely.

An interval is a subset of the real line. We denote an interval by
specifying its endpoints and surrounding them with either square
brackets “r” or round brackets “p” to indicate whether or not the cor-
responding endpoint is included in the interval.

• ra, bs: the closed interval from a to b. This corresponds to the
set of numbers between a and b on the real line, including the
endpoints a and b. ra, bs “ tx P R | a § x § bu.

• pa, bq: the open interval from a to b. This corresponds to the set
of numbers between a and b on the real line, not including the
endpoints a and b. pa, bq “ tx P R | a † x † bu.

• ra, bq: the half-open interval that includes the left endpoint a
but not the right endpoint b. ra, bq “ tx P R | a § x † bu.

Sometimes we encounter intervals that consist of two disjointed parts.
We use the notation ra, bs Y rc, ds to denote the union of the two in-
tervals, which is the set of numbers either between a and b (inclusive)
or between c and d (inclusive).

Sets
Much of math’s power comes from abstraction: the ability to see the
bigger picture and think meta thoughts about the common relation-
ships between math objects. We can think of individual numbers like
3, ´5, and p, or we can talk about the set of all numbers.

It is often useful to restrict our attention to a specific subset of the
numbers as in the following examples.

Example 1: The nonnegative real numbers

Define R` Ä R (read “R` is a subset of R”) to be the set of nonneg-
ative real numbers:

R`

def
“ tall x in R such that x • 0u,

or expressed more compactly,

R`

def
“ tx P R | x • 0u.

If we were to translate the above expression into plain English, it
would read “The set R` is defined as the set of all real numbers x
such that x is greater or equal to zero.”

Note we used the “is defined as” symbol “def
“” instead of the basic

““” to give an extra hint that we’re defining a new variable R` that
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is equal to the set expression on the right. In this book, we’ll some-
times use the symbol “def

“” when defining new variables and math
quantities. Some other books use the notation “:“” or “”” for this
purpose. The meaning of “def

“” is identical to ““” but it tells us the
variable on the left of the equality is new.

Example 2: Even and odd integers

Define the set of even integers as

E def
“ tm P Z | m “ 2n, n P Zu “ t. . . , ´4, ´2, 0, 2, 4, . . .u

and the set of odd integers as

O def
“ tm P Z | m “ 2n ` 1, n P Zu “ t. . . , ´3, ´1, 1, 3, 5, . . .u.

Indeed, every even number is divisible by two, so it can be written in
the form 2n for some integer n. Odd numbers can be obtained from
the “template” 2n ` 1, with n varying over all integers.

In both of the above examples, we use the set-builder notation
t . . . | . . . u to define the sets. Inside the curly braces we first de-
scribe the general kind of mathematical objects we are talking about,
followed by the symbol “|” (read “such that”), followed by the con-
ditions that must be satisfied by all elements of the set.

Number sets
Recall the fundamental number sets we defined in Section 1.2 in the
beginning of the book. It is worthwhile to review them briefly.

The natural numbers form the set derived when you start from 0
and add 1 any number of times:

N
def
“ t0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, . . .u.

We use the notation N˚ to denote the set of positive natural numbers.
The set N˚ is the same as N but excludes zero.

The integers are the numbers derived by adding or subtracting 1
some number of times:

Z
def
“ tx | x “ ˘n, n P Nu.

If we allow for divisions between integers, we require the set of ra-
tional numbers to represent the results:

Q
def
“

! m
n

ˇ̌
ˇ m P Z, n P N˚

)
,
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In words, this expression is telling us that every rational number can
be written as a fraction m

n , where m is an integer (m P Z), n is a
positive natural number (n P N˚).

The broader class of real numbers also includes all rationals as
well as irrational numbers like

?

2 and p:

R
def
“ tp, e, ´1.53929411 . . . , 4.99401940129401 . . . , . . .u.

Finally, we have the set of complex numbers:

C
def
“ t1, i, 1 ` i, 2 ` 3i, . . .u,

where i def
“

?
´1 is the unit imaginary number.

Note that the definitions of R and C are not very precise. Rather
than give a precise definition of each set inside the curly braces as we
did for Z and Q, we instead stated some examples of the elements in
the set. Mathematicians sometimes do this and expect you to guess
the general pattern for all the elements in the set.

The following inclusion relationship holds for the fundamental
sets of numbers:

N Ä Z Ä Q Ä R Ä C.

This relationship means every natural number is also an integer. Ev-
ery integer is a rational number. Every rational number is a real. And
every real number is also a complex number. See Figure 1.2 (page 12)
for an illustration of the subset relationship between the number sets.

Rational numbers and fractions
So far in the book we used the notions of “fraction” and “rational
number” somewhat interchangeably. Now that we have learned
about sets, we can clarify the differences and equivalencies between
these related concepts.

The same rational number 2
3 can be written as a fraction in multi-

ple, equivalent ways. The fractions 2
3 , 4

6 , 6
9 , 8

12 , and 2k
3k all correspond

to the same rational number. Keep in mind the existence of these
equivalent fractions whenever checking if two rational numbers are
equal. For example, one person could obtain the answer 2

3 to a given
problem, while another person obtains the answer 4

6 . Since the two
fractions look different, we might think these are different answers,
when in fact both answers correspond to the same rational number.

A reduced fraction is a fraction of the form m
n such that the num-

bers m and n are the smallest possible. We can obtain the reduced
fraction by getting rid of any common factors that appear both in the
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numerator and denominator. For example,

4
6

“
2 ¨ 2
3 ¨ 2

“
2 ¨ �2
3 ¨ �2

“
2
3

,

where we cancelled the common factor 2 to obtain the equivalent re-
duced fraction. Reduced fractions are a useful representation for the
set of rational numbers, because each rational numbers corresponds
to a unique reduced fraction. Two rational numbers are equal if and
only if they correspond to the same reduced fraction.

Subsets of the real line
Recall that the real numbers R have a graphical representation as
points on the number line. See Figure 1.9 on page 35 for a reminder.
The number line is also useful for representing various subsets of the
real numbers, which we call intervals. We can graphically represent
an interval by setting a section of the number line in bold. For exam-
ple, the set of numbers that are strictly greater than 2 and strictly
smaller than 4 is represented mathematically either as “p2, 4q,” or
more explicitly as

tx P R | 2 † x † 4u,
or graphically as in Figure 1.62.

´5 ´4 ´3 ´2 ´1 0 1 2 3 4 5

Figure 1.62: The open interval p2, 4q “ tx P R | 2 † x † 4u.

Let’s read the mathematical definition of this set carefully, and try to
connect it with the graphical representation. Recall that the symbol P

denotes set membership and the vertical bar stands for “such that,”
so the whole expression “tx P R | 2 † x † 4u” is read “the set of
real numbers x, such that 2 † x † 4.” Indeed this is also the region
shown in bold in Figure 1.62.

Note that this interval is described by strict inequalities, which
means the subset contains 2.000000001 and 3.99999999, but doesn’t
contain the endpoints 2 and 4. These open endpoints 2 and 4 are
denoted on the number line as empty dots. An empty dot indicates
that the endpoint is not included in the set.

We use the union symbol (Y) to denote subsets of the number line
that consist of several parts. For example, the set of numbers that lies
either between ´3 and 0 or between 1 and 2 is written as

tx P R | ´ 3 § x § 0u Y tx P R | 1 § x § 2u.
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´5 ´4 ´3 ´2 ´1 0 1 2 3 4 5

Figure 1.63: The graphical representation of the set r´3, 0s Y r1, 2s.

This set is defined by less-than-or-equal inequalities, so the intervals
contain their endpoints. These closed endpoints are denoted on the
number line with filled-in dots.

Set relations
We’ll now introduce a useful graphical representation for set rela-
tions and set operations. Although sets are purely mathematical
constructs and they have no “shape,” we can draw Venn diagrams
to visualize relationships between sets and different subsets.

Consider the notion of a set B that is strictly contained in another
set A. We write B Ä A if @b P B, b P A as well. Written in words,
B Ä A tells us every element of B is also an element of A.

A B

a b
B Ä A

Figure 1.64: Venn diagram showing an example of the set relation B Ä A.
The set B is strictly contained in the set A.

Figure 1.64 shows the picture that mathematicians have in mind
when they say, “The set B is contained in the set A.” The picture
helps us visualize this abstract mathematical notion.

Mathematicians use two different symbols to describe set con-
tainment, in order to specify either a strict containment relation or a
subset-or-equal relation. The two types of containment relations be-
tween sets are similar to the less-than (†) and less-than-or-equal (§)
relations between numbers. A strict containment relation is denoted
by the symbol Ä. We write B Ä A if and only if every element of B is
also an element of A, and there exists at least one element of A that
is not an element of B. Using set notation, the previous sentence is
expressed as

B Ä A ô @b P B, b P A and Da P A such that a R B.

For example, the expression E Ä Z shows that the even numbers are
a strict subset of the integers. Every even number is an integer, but
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there exist integers that are not even (the odd numbers). Some math-
ematicians prefer the more descriptive symbol à to describe strict
containment relations.

A subset-or-equal relation is denoted B Ñ A. In writing B Ñ

A, a mathematician claims, “Every element of B is also an element
of A,” but makes no claim about the existence of elements that are
contained in A but not in B. The statement B Ä A implies B Ñ A;
however, B Ñ A does not imply B Ä A. This is analogous to how
b † a implies b § a, but b § a doesn’t imply b † a, since a and b
could be equal.

Set operations
Venn diagrams also help us visualize the subsets obtained from set
operations. Figure 1.65 illustrates the set union A Y B, the set inter-
section A X B, and the set difference AzB, for two sets A and B.

The union A Y B describes all elements that are in either set A or
set B, or both. If e P A Y B, then e P A or e P B.

Recall the set of even numbers E Ä Z and the set of odd numbers
O Ä Z defined above. Since every integer is either an even number
or an odd number, we know Z Ñ E Y O. The union of two subsets is
always contained within the parent set, so we also know E Y O Ñ Z.
Combining these facts, we can establish the equality E Y O “ Z,
which states the fact, “The combination of all even and odd numbers
is the same as all integers.”

A B

A X B

A B

AzB

A B

A Y B

Figure 1.65: Venn diagrams showing different subsets obtained using the set
operations: set union A Y B, set intersection A X B, and set difference AzB.

The set intersection A X B and set difference AzB are also illus-
trated in Figure 1.65. The intersection of two sets contains the ele-
ments that are part of both sets. The set difference AzB contains all
the elements that are in A but not in B.

Note the meaning of the conjunction “or” in English is ambigu-
ous. The expression “in A or B” could be interpreted as either an
“inclusive or,” meaning “in A or B, or in both”—or as an “exclusive
or,” meaning “in A or B, but not both.” Mathematicians always use
“or” in the inclusive sense, so A Y B denotes elements that are in A
or B, or in both sets. We can obtain an expression that corresponds
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to the “exclusive or” of two sets by taking the union of the sets and
subtracting their intersection: pA Y BqzpA X Bq.

Example 3: Set operations

Consider the three sets A “ ta, b, cu, B “ tb, c, du, and C “ tc, d, eu.
Using set operations, we can define new sets, such as

A Y B “ ta, b, c, du, A X B “ tb, cu, and AzB “ tau,

which correspond to elements in either A or B, the set of elements in
A and B, and the set of elements in A but not in B, respectively.

We can also construct expressions involving three sets:

A Y B Y C “ ta, b, c, d, eu, A X B X C “ tcu.

And we can write more elaborate set expressions, like

pA Y BqzC “ ta, bu,

which is the set of elements that are in A or B but not in C.
Another example of a complicated set expression is

pA X Bq Y pB X Cq “ tb, c, du,

which describes the set of elements in both A and B or in both B and
C. As you can see, set notation is a compact, precise language for
writing complicated set expressions.

Example 4: Word problem

A startup is looking to hire student interns for the summer. De-
fine C to be the subset of students who are good with computers, M
the subset of students who know math, D the students with design
skills, and L the students with good language skills.

Using set notation, we can specify different subsets of the stu-
dents the startup might hire. Let’s say the startup is a math textbook
publisher; they want to hire students from the set M X L—the stu-
dents who are good at math and who also have good language skills.
A startup that builds websites needs both designers and coders, and
therefore would choose students from the set D Y C.

New vocabulary
The specialized notation used by mathematicians can be difficult to
get used to. You must learn how to read symbols like D, Ä, |, and
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P and translate their meaning in the sentence. Indeed, learning ad-
vanced mathematics notation is akin to learning a new language.

To help you practice the new vocabulary, we’ll look at a simple
mathematical proof that makes use of the new symbols.

Simple proof example

Claim: Given Jpnq “ 3n ` 2 ´ n, Jpnq P E for all n P Z.

The claim is that the function Jpnq outputs an even number, when-
ever the input n is an integer. To prove this claim, we have to show
the expression 3n ` 2 ´ n is even, for all numbers n P Z.

Proof. We want to show Jpnq P E for all n P Z. Let’s first review the
definition of the set of even numbers E def

“ tm P Z | m “ 2n, n P Zu.
A number is even if it is equal to 2n for some integer n. Next let’s
simplify the expression for Jpnq as follows:

Jpnq “ 3n ` 2 ´ n “ 2n ` 2 “ 2pn ` 1q.

Observe that the number pn ` 1q is always an integer whenever n is
an integer. Since the output of Jpnq “ 2pn ` 1q is equal to 2m for some
integer m, we’ve proven that Jpnq P E, for all n P Z.

Sets as solutions to equations
Another context where sets come up is when describing solutions to
equations and inequalities. In Section 1.1 we learned how to solve for
the unknown x in equations. To solve the equation f pxq “ c is to find
all the values of x that satisfy this equation. For simple equations like
x ´ 3 “ 6, the solution is a single number x “ 9, but more complex
equations can have multiple solutions. For example, the solution to
the equation x2

“ 4 is the set t´2, 2u, since both x “ ´2 and x “ 2
satisfy the equation.

Please update your definition of the math verb “to solve” (an
equation) to include the new notion of a solution set—the set of values
that satisfy the equation. A solution set is the mathematically precise
way to describe an equation’s solutions:

• The solution set to the equation x ´ 3 “ 6 is the set t9u.
• The solution set for the equation x2

“ 4 is the set t´2, 2u.
• The solution set of sinpxq “ 0 is the set tx | x “ pn, @n P Zu.
• The solution set for the equation sinpxq “ 2 is H (the empty

set), since there is no number x that satisfies the equation.
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The SymPy function solve returns the solutions of equations as a list.
To solve the equation f pxq “ c using SymPy, we first rewrite it as
expression that equals zero f pxq ´ c “ 0, then call the function solve:

>>> solve(x-3 -6, x) # usage: solve(expr, var)
[9]

>>> solve(x**2 -4, x)
[-2, 2]

>>> solve(sin(x), x)
[0, pi] # found only solutions in [0,2*pi)

>>> solve(sin(x) -2, x)
[] # empty list = empty set

In the next section we’ll learn how the notion of a solution set is used
for describing the solutions to systems of equations.

Solutions sets to systems of equations

Let’s revisit what we learned in Section 1.15 about the solutions to
systems of linear equations and define their solutions sets more pre-
cisely. The solution set for the system of equations

a1x ` b1y “ c1,
a2x ` b2y “ c2,

corresponds to the intersection of two sets:

tpx, yq P R2
| a1x ` b1y “ c1uloooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooon
`1

X tpx, yq P R2
| a2x ` b2y “ c2uloooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooon
`2

.

Recall the lines `1 and `2 are the geometric interpretation of these
sets. Each line corresponds to a set of coordinate pairs px, yq that
satisfy the equation of the line. The solution to the system of equa-
tions is the set of points that are in the intersection of the two lines
`1 X `2. Note the word intersection is used in two different mathemat-
ical contexts: the solution is the set intersection of two sets, and also
the geometric intersection of two lines.

Let’s take advantage of this correspondence between set intersec-
tions and geometric line intersections to understand the solutions to
systems of equations in a little more detail. In the next three sections
we’ll look at three possible cases that can occur when trying to solve
a system of two linear equations in two unknowns. So far we’ve
only discussed Case A, which occurs when the two lines intersect at
a point as in the example shown in Figure 1.66. To fully understand
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the possible solutions to a system of equations, you need to think
about all other cases like Case B when `1 X `2 “ H as in Figure 1.67,
and Case C when `1 X `2 “ `1 “ `2 as in Figure 1.68.

Case A: One solution. When the lines `1 and `2 are non-parallel
they will intersect at a point, as shown in Figure 1.66. In this case,
the solution set to the system of equations contains a single point:

tpx, yq P R2
| x ` 2y “ 2u X tpx, yq P R2

| x “ 1u “ tp1, 1
2 qu.

x

y

`1

`2

p1, 1
2 q

1 2 3

1

2

Figure 1.66: Case A: The intersection of the lines with equations x ` 2y “ 2
and x “ 1 is the point p1, 1

2 q P R2.

Case B: No solution. If the lines `1 and `2 are parallel then they will
never intersect. The intersection of these lines is the empty set:

tpx, yq P R2
| x ` 2y “ 2u X tpx, yq P R2

| x ` 2y “ 4u “ H.

Think about it—there is no point px, yq that lies on both `1 and `2. Us-
ing algebra terminology, we say that this system of equations has no
solution, since there are no numbers x and y that satisfy both equa-
tions.

Case C: Infinitely many solutions. If the lines `1 and `2 are parallel
and overlapping then they intersect everywhere. This case occurs
when one of the equations in a system of equations is a multiple
of the other equation, as in the case of equations x ` 2y “ 2 and
3x ` 6y “ 6. The lines `1 and `2 that correspond to these equations
are shown in Figure 1.68. Any point px, yq that satisfied x ` 2y “ 2
also satisfies 3x ` 6y “ 6. Since both equations describe the same
geometric line, the intersection of the two lines is equal to the lines:
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x

y

`1

`2

1 2 3

1

2

Figure 1.67: Case B: The lines with equations x ` 2y “ 2 and x ` 2y “ 4
are parallel and do not intersect. Using set notation, we can describe the
solution set as H (the empty set).

x

y

`1

`2

1 2 3

1

2

Figure 1.68: Case C: the line `1 described by equation x ` 2y “ 2 and the
line `2 described by equation 3x ` 6y “ 6 correspond to the same line in the
Cartesian plane. The intersection of these lines is the set tpx, yq P R2

| x `

2y “ 2u “ `1 “ `2.

`1 X `2 “ `1 “ `2. In this case, the solution to the system of equations
is described by the set tpx, yq P R2

| x ` 2y “ 2u.
We need to consider all three cases when thinking about the so-

lutions to systems of linear equations, and keep in mind that the so-
lution set can be a point (Case A), the empty set (Case B), or a line
(Case C). Observe that the same mathematical notion (a set) is able
to describe the solution sets in all three cases, even though they cor-
respond to very different things. In Case A the solution is a set that
contains a single point tpx, yqu, in Case B the solution is the empty
set H, and in Case C the solution set is described by the infinite set
tpx, yq P R2

| ax ` by “ cu, which corresponds to a line ` in the Carte-
sian plane. I hope you’ll agree with me that set notation is useful for
describing mathematical concepts precisely and handling all cases
using the same tools.
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Sets are also useful for describing the solutions to inequalities,
which is what we’ll learn about next.

Inequalities

In this section, we’ll learn how to solve inequalities. The solution set
to an inequality is an interval—a subset of the number line. Consider
the inequality x2

§ 4, which is equivalent to asking the question,
“For which values of x is x2 less than or equal to 4?” The answer to
this question is the interval r´2, 2s “ tx P R | ´ 2 § x § 2 u.

Working with inequalities is essentially the same as working with
their endpoints. To solve the inequality x2

§ 4, we first solve x2
“ 4

to find the endpoints and then use trial and error to figure out which
part of the space to the left and right of the endpoints satisfies the
inequality.

It’s important to distinguish the different types of inequality con-
ditions. The four different types of inequalities are

• f pxq † gpxq: a strict inequality. The function f pxq is always
strictly less than the function gpxq.

• f pxq § gpxq: the function f pxq is less than or equal to gpxq.
• f pxq ° gpxq: f pxq is strictly greater than gpxq.
• f pxq • gpxq: f pxq is greater than or equal to gpxq.

Depending on the type of inequality, the answer will be either a open
or closed interval.

To solve inequalities we use the techniques we learned for solv-
ing equations: we perform simplifying steps on both sides of the
inequality until we obtain the answer. The only new aspect when
dealing with inequalities is the following. When multiplying an in-
equality by a negative number on both sides, we must flip the direc-
tion of the inequality:

f pxq § gpxq ñ ´ f pxq • ´gpxq.

Example 5 To solve the inequality 7 ´ x § 5 we must dig toward
the x and undo all the operations that stand in our way:

7 ´ x § 5,
p´xq ` 7 § 5,

p´xq ` 7 ´7 § 5 ´7,
´x § ´2,

x • 2.

To obtain the second line we simply rewrote the order of operations
on the left side of the inequality. In the third line we subtracted 7
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from both sides of the inequality to undo the `7 operation. In the
last step we multiplied both sides of the inequality by ´1, which had
the effect of changing the inequality from § to •. The solution set to
the inequality 7 ´ x § 5 is the interval r2, 8q.

Example 6 To solve the inequality x2
§ 4, we must undo the quadratic

function by taking the square root of both sides of the inequality.
Note the equation x2

“ 4 has two solutions: x “ ´2 and x “ 2. Sim-
ilarly, we’ll need to consider two separate cases for the inequality
conditions. Simplifying the inequality x2

§ 4 by taking the square
root on both sides results in two inequality conditions

x • ´2 and x § 2,

which we can express more concisely as ´2 § x § 2. If x is a negative
number, it must be greater than ´2; and if x is a positive number, it
must be less than 2 in order for x2

§ 4. The solution set for the
inequality x2

§ 4 is the interval r´2, 2s “ tx P R | ´ 2 § x § 2u.
Note the solution is a closed interval (square brackets), which means
the endpoints are included.

The best way to convince yourself that the above algebraic rea-
soning is correct is to think about the graph of the function f pxq “ x2.
The inequality x2

§ 4 corresponds to the condition f pxq § 4. For
what values of x is the graph of the function f pxq below the line with
equation y “ 4?

* * *

As you can see, solving inequalities is no more complicated than
solving equations. You can think about an inequality in terms of
its endpoints, which correspond to the equality conditions. When-
ever things get complicated (as in Example 6), you can sketch the
function graphs for the different terms in the inequality and visually
determine the appropriate directions for the inequality signs.

Sets related to functions
A function that takes real variables as inputs and produces real num-
bers as outputs is denoted f : R Ñ R. The domain of a function is the
set of all possible inputs to the function that produce an output:

Domp f q
def
“ tx P R | f pxq P Ru.

Inputs for which the function is undefined are not part of the do-
main. For instance the function f pxq “

?
x is not defined for negative

inputs, so we have Domp f q “ R`.
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The image of a function is the set of all possible outputs of the
function:

Imp f q
def
“ ty P R | Dx P R, y “ f pxqu.

For example, the function f pxq “ x2 has the image set Imp f q “ R`

since the outputs it produces are always nonnegative.

Discussion
Knowledge of the precise mathematical jargon introduced in this sec-
tion is not crucial to understanding basic mathematics. That said, I
wanted to expose you to some technical math notation here because
this is the language in which mathematicians think and communi-
cate. Most advanced math textbooks will assume you understand
technical math notation, so it’s good to be prepared.

Exercises
E1.27 Given the three sets A “ t1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7u, B “ t1, 3, 5u, and
C “ t2, 4, 6u, compute the following set expressions.

a) AzB b) B Y C c) A X B d) B X C

e) AYBYC f) AzpBYCq g) pAzBqYC h) AXBXC

1.27 a) t2, 4, 6, 7u; b) t1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6u; c) t1, 3, 5u; d) H; e) t1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7u;
f) t7u; g) t2, 4, 6, 7u; h) H.

E1.28 Find the values of x that satisfy the following inequalities.

a) 2x † 3 b) ´4x • 20 c) |2x ´ 3| † 5

d) 3x ` 3 † 5x ´ 5 e) 1
2 x ´ 2 •

1
3 f) px ` 1q

2
• 9

Express your answer as an interval with appropriate endpoints.

1.28 a) p´8, 3
2 q; b) p´8, ´5s; c) p´1, 4q; d) p4, 8q; e) r

14
3 , 8q; f) p´8, ´4s Y

r2, 8q.

1.28 a) Dividing both sides of the inequality by two gives x †
3
2 .

b) Divide both sides by negative four to obtain x § ´5. Note the
“•” changed to “§” since we divided by a negative number. c) If
the absolute value of p2x ´ 3q is less than five, then p2x ´ 3q must
lie in the interval p´5, 5q. We can therefore rewrite the inequality as
´5 † 2x ´ 3 † 5, then add three to both sides to obtain ´2 † 2x † 8,
and divide by two to obtain the final answer ´1 † x † 4. d) Let’s
collect all the x-terms on the right and all the constants on the left:
8 † 2x, which leads to 4 † x. e) To simplify, add two to both sides
of the inequality to obtain 1

2 x •
1
3 ` 2. You remember how to add

fractions right? We have 1
3 ` 2 “

1
3 `

6
3 “

7
3 , and therefore 1

2 x •
7
3 .
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Multiply both sides by two to obtain x •
14
3 . f) The first step is to get

rid of the square by taking the square root operation on both sides:a
px ` 1q2 •

?

9. Recall that
?

x2 “ |x|, so we have |x ` 1| • 3.
There are two ways for the absolute value of px ` 1q to be greater
than three. Either x ` 1 • 3 or x ` 1 § ´3. We subtract one in each
of these inequalities to find x • 2 or x § ´4. The solution to this
inequality is the union of these two intervals.


